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They Came Before Columbus reveals a compelling, dramatic, and superbly detailed documentation
of the presence and legacy of Africans in ancient America. Examining navigation and shipbuilding;
cultural analogies between Native Americans and Africans; the transportation of plants, animals,
and textiles between the continents; and the diaries, journals, and oral accounts of the explorers
themselves, Ivan Van Sertima builds a pyramid of evidence to support his claim of an African
presence in the New World centuries before Columbus. Combining impressive scholarship with a
novelistâ€™s gift for storytelling, Van Sertima re-creates some of the most powerful scenes of
human history: the launching of the great ships of Mali in 1310 (two hundred master boats and two
hundred supply boats), the sea expedition of the Mandingo king in 1311, and many others. In They
Came Before Columbus, we see clearly the unmistakable face and handprint of black Africans in
pre-Columbian America, and their overwhelming impact on the civilizations they encountered.
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The first time I heard Dr. Ivan Van Sertima speak was at Lincoln University a small historically black
college in Pennslyvania. Dr. Van Sertima gave a powerful lecture about the African Presence in
America before Columbus, a topic I never heard of before and honestly doubted it's validity.I thought
I would leave the lecture only convienced that Van Sertima was a crank and his thesis was a fraud,
but in fact the opposite happened. His speech was so articulate and his lecture so well researched
and amazingly documented I decided I had to read his book and research the topic on my own. if

skeptics think this book is solely for Afrocentrist they are wrong this book is very scholarly it gives
botanical,cartographical,linguistic,artistic, and historical evidience in order to make a strong case for
the African presence in America. Van Sertima shows us african cotton found in America.He shows
the written accounts of the conquistadors themselves, Columbus and Balboa record the presence of
Africans already arriving in America, in fact Balboa eyewitnessed Africans in Central America
fighting among the "Indian" population..He highlights the mysterious Piri Reis map that shows
Antartica mapped before it was covered with ice,when was the only time this could happen? 4,000
B.C.,the point is ancient man had the nautical skill to travel the world at a very early date. He
touches on the journeys of Thor Heyerdahl and his ship the Ra successfully crossing the Atlantic,
proving that ancient man could travel the high seas. I personally researched on my own the parallels
between the Egyptian god(Osiris)and American god(Queztatcoatl)both are virgin born both are
ressurection gods, it is amazing.

Sertima has presented a thoery that is not "wild afrocentric babble." Its very plausible for the
following reasons:Most everyone is familiar with the time period of the Dark Ages, which lasted from
the fall of the Roman Empire until about the 1200 or 1300's. It was a time when people were
intellectually non-progressive, when the average peasent/serf never traveled 20 miles from the
place of his birth. What people do forget is that the Dark Age was only a Western European
phenomenon. The rest of Asia and Africa were steadily advancing.One reviewer said that Africans
had no ocean trade routes with other peoples. In fact, the East African coast was dotted with
powerful city states that traded all over the Indian Ocean, including China. And on the West Coast,
Africans did not need trade routes per se, because half of Europe was already under their complete
domination through the Islamic Empire (black Moors).Is it a coincidence that Spain and Italy were
the first two European countries to climb out of the Dark Ages? No. Italy's trade routes with Africa
long brought it into contact with Moslem and Chinese advances. And Spain; Spain was part of
Islam! On the streets of Cardoba, Spain you would have seen Africans, Moslems, and a bunch of
other races. By the way, the Moslems invented the magnetic compass and the astrolabe. This same
Moslem learning flourished at the world first university; in Timbaktu. Timbaktu was in Mali, West
Africa. In this climate how could West Africans not have known about sailing and trade
routes?Incidently, where was Columbus originaly from? Italy. Which country did he go to and got
financing for his trip? Spain.

Any reader who has given this work a negative review, is do to the fact they do not know history and

anthropology, and their foundation has been based off of some of the pioneers and scholars who
have been culturally biased against Black people and Ancient Black civilizations. Also for the
American Indian criticizers, I am one of you, if you would only check the records of the older tribes
such as the Washitaw, Jamassi/Yamasse, Mawshahk, Lenape, and even the records of the Creek,
Shoshoni, and Seminole and Iriqous and many others. The records have the history on the Black
Mound Builders(Eagle Mounds etc.), and how the ancestors were Black, including the Mayan and
Zu-Aztec coming from the Toltecs or Olmecs. In fact in 1996 the year of the indigenous people the
Washitaw nation was recognized as the oldest indigenous people in America and they are Black
people with wooly hair who link themselves back to the Olmecs only supporting what Sertima has
said. Their United Nations number has the prefix 215, go and check it out. People do not want to
admit that Blacks were the original people on the planet and has been the root for many of these
civilizations regardless of how many artifacts and facts anthropologist and archeologist uncover.
Well, guess what? Now science supports everything they have been saying. Biochemist have
proven that Black people were here first with the Mitochondria DNA/RNA, go look it up, it is in a
case study called Mitochondria Eve. Also read National Geographic while you are at it. Only about
10%-15% of the slaves came from Africa, where do you think the rest came from? They came from
the tribes already here.
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